aia	PANNA
was a cave, he told me, where Hindu hermits often
pass long years of meditation.
But the Panna cliffs do not serve only as walls
for the most marvellous of swimming-pools, and
as congenial lairs for the exceptionally large tigers
that haunt their wooded flanks, and for the bears
that slumber in the grottos—slumbers on several
occasions interrupted by dynamite cartridges that
dislodged them from their dens to let me have a
shot at them. Beneath the tumbled rocks, hidden
in the red silt which makes the jungle tracks glow
like streams of blood, lurk pebbles of great price,
One morning I paid a visit to the diamond mines.
Large red burrows delved in the brittle soil, they still
are worked by primitive methods. At the bottom
of each pit I saw men busy with picks hewing out
of the sides great masses of red rubble, a conglom-
erate of earth and stones that the women carried
off on their heads in little baskets. Under the
merciless light they seemed half dazed, and went
about their task like sleep-walkers. After hoisting
a load up to the surface, they trudged down again,
crossing other parties crawling up along the open
adits, like long files of slow, incessant ants tracing
their criss-cross patterns on an ant-hill. The mines
are exploited by private enterprise and a percentage
on the net sales is paid into the Panna Treasury.
The diamonds extracted are either disposed of on
the spot at yearly auction-sales, or dispatched
southwards to Golconda, where likewise they are
sold at public auctions. Thence they are sent to
Europe to be cut.
Panna, is one of the rare places, perhaps the only
spot in India, where diamonds are still found.
Nevertheless this largess of nature seems to leave
those who own it, or exploit it locally, profoundly

